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ABSTRACT

Stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) and extensions are a popular method for evaluating a wide
variety of systems. In most cases, their numerical solution requires generating a state-level
stochastic process, which captures the behavior of the SPN with respect to a set of speci�ed
performance measures. These measures are commonly de�ned at the net level by means of
a reward variable. In this paper, we discuss issues regarding the generation of state-level
reward models for systems speci�ed as stochastic activity networks (SANs) with \step-
based reward structures." Step-based reward structures are a generalization of previously
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proposed reward structures for SPNs and can represent all reward variables that can be
de�ned on the marking behavior of a net. While discussing issues related to the generation
of the underlying state-level reward model, we provide an algorithm to determine whether a
given SAN is \well speci�ed." A SAN is well speci�ed if choices about which instantaneous
activity completes among multiple simultaneously enabled instantaneous activities do not
matter, with respect to the probability of reaching next possible stable markings and the
distribution of reward obtained upon completion of a timed activity. The fact that a SAN
is well speci�ed is both a necessary and su�cient condition for its behavior to be completely
probabilistically speci�ed and hence is an important property to determine.
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I Introduction

Stochastic Petri nets (SPNs) and extensions can compactly represent the behavior of a

wide variety of systems. They have the advantage that many attributes of modern com-

puter systems and networks (including contention for multiple resources, fault-tolerance,

degradable performance, and timing constraints) can be represented precisely and in a sin-

gle model. Likewise, through the use of reward structures and variables de�ned at the

network level [1, 2], one can de�ne many useful measures of performance, dependability,

and performability on the network representation. Most often, a solution of the speci�ed

reward variables is obtained by constructing a �nite-state stochastic process representation

from the net-level model (e.g., [2, 3, 4]) and then solving the constructed process for the

desired variables. When reward structures and variables are used, the resulting state-level

representation is a reward model, consisting of a stochastic process and (state-level) reward

structure de�ned on the process.

The algorithms for the generation of the state-level representation depend on the type

of SPN representation employed. For example, when standard stochastic Petri nets are

used (those without immediate transitions, e.g., [5]), the set of states of the process is taken

to be the reachable markings of the net, which can be generated by simple exploration of

possible transitions that may �re in markings, starting with the initial marking of the net.

If the net has both timed and immediate transitions (e.g., generalized SPNs (GSPNs)

[3], stochastic activity networks (SANs) [4], and stochastic reward nets (SRNs) [2]), the

algorithm is not as simple, since the reachable markings are then partitioned into two sets,

according to whether they are vanishing or tangible. Vanishing markings (unstable markings

in SAN terminology [6]) are those in which there is at least one enabled immediate transition,

and hence (since immediate transitions are assumed to have priority over timed transitions)

the net spends zero time. Tangible markings (stable markings in SAN terminology [6]) are

those in which only timed transitions are enabled, and hence the net spends non-zero time.

Since the measures de�ned on such nets typically depend on the times spent in markings,

vanishing markings are not usually taken to be states in the underlying process and are

discarded, complicating the generation procedure. Note that there are cases where it is

bene�cial (from a space perspective) to preserve the vanishing markings in the generated

stochastic process [2], but this is not typically done.

In GSPNs and SRNs, \random switches" and priorities are used to specify (probabilis-



tically or deterministically) which transition �res among a set of simultaneously enabled

immediate transitions. In the original GSPN de�nition [3], random switches were speci�ed

at the time of state generation, since it was not known a priori which sets of immediate

transitions would be simultaneously enabled. This was undesirable for two reasons: 1) it

required further model speci�cation at generation time, thus not cleanly separating model

speci�cation and state generation, and 2) it sometimes required speci�cation of probability

distributions (random switches) over large sets of enabled immediate transitions even if the

order of their �ring did not matter with respect to the probability of reaching possible next

tangible markings.

These problems were avoided, to a large extent, in the second GSPN de�nition [7] and

SRN de�nition [2], where weights are assigned to immediate transitions. These weights

are assigned at model speci�cation time (thus avoiding the �rst problem). Probabilities

of �ring among a set of simultaneously enabled immediate transitions are then determined

by summing the weights of all enabled immediate transitions and assigning a probability

of �ring to the transition equal to its weight divided by the sum of the weights of the

enabled immediate transitions. Weights are usually taken to be marking independent, since

to do otherwise can, in some cases, lead to \stochastic confusion" [7]. Given a weight

speci�cation, the generation of the stochastic process is achieved by an algorithm that �rst

generates all tangible markings and a subnet of the vanishing markings, as determined by

an \extended conict set analysis" [8]. After this is done, the remaining vanishing markings

are eliminated by using a reduction algorithm as de�ned in [9].

SANs di�er from GSPNs and SRNs in that they use \cases" to allow the modeler to

probabilistically specify uncertainties regarding what happens when an activity (similar to a

transition in a Petri net) completes, rather than specifying this choice using a random switch.

Each activity has one or more cases and a possibly marking dependent case distribution

function, which speci�es (probabilistically) which case is chosen when an activity completes.

Multiple instantaneous activities (similar to immediate transitions, except that they have

cases) can be enabled in unstable markings, but no probability distribution (random switch)

is speci�ed to choose among these activities. This cleanly separates probabilistic choices

that are present in the system being modeled, which are represented as cases, and choices

which are a consequence of the fact that multiple, unrelated events in the system, which

are represented by instantaneous activities, may occur at the same time. Furthermore,

intentional probabilistic choices can be speci�ed precisely during model speci�cation using
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(possibly marking dependent) case probabilities, instead of weights, since case distributions

are local to each activity and are not dependent on which activities are enabled in particular

markings.

However, allowing simultaneously enabled instantaneous activities without random switches

or priorities requires a more sophisticated state generation algorithm in order to insure that

the state-level behavior is completely probabilistically speci�ed. In particular, since weights

are not used to specify a probabilistic order among simultaneously enabled instantaneous

activities, we must insure that these choices do not matter with respect to the probability

distribution across next reachable stable markings. Such unspeci�ed choices can give rise to

behaviors that are similar to \confusion" exhibited by some Petri nets but are more com-

plicated since case probabilities can be marking dependent. In addition, since the reward

structure we consider allows (among other things) impulses to be speci�ed on instantaneous

activity completions, we require that the probability distribution on the impulse rewards ob-

tained when transitioning from one stable marking to another does not depend on choices

among instantaneous activities. When both of these conditions hold, the SAN is \well

speci�ed." Well-speci�ed-ness is a necessary and su�cient condition for the probabilistic

behavior of a SAN to be completely speci�ed and for a unique state-level reward model to

exist. Previous work along these lines was done by Sanders [10] in 1988, and concurrently by

Ciardo and Zijal [11], but both of these works considered a more limited reward structure.

In this paper, we develop an algorithm to generate a state-level representation from

a SAN with a very general reward structure, which can capture information regarding

sequences of instantaneous activities that can complete, taking the SAN from one marking

to another. Although these results are derived in the context of SANs, they are also directly

applicable to SPNs with the same reward structure and where weights are not assigned to all

transitions at each priority level. Such sequences may represent important system behavior,

for example, a sequence of steps in a recovery action or steps leading to a routing decision

in a telecommunication switch. In addition, \step-based" reward structures can represent

all reward variables that can be de�ned on the marking behavior of a SAN. The algorithm

to generate a state-level representation includes a check to determine if the SAN is well

speci�ed and eliminates unstable markings on-the-y, as each stable state is generated,

rather than generating the entire reachability set �rst and then eliminating the unstable

markings, as long as there are no cycles of instantaneous activities without an intervening

timed activity. On-the-y elimination can save a signi�cant amount of memory in the
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generation process, avoiding state generation problems that will occur if there are a very

large number of unstable markings.

II Review of SAN Terminology

A SAN Primitives

Stochastic activity networks are a stochastic extension to activity networks [6, 4]. Infor-

mally, SANs consist of places, activities, input gates, and output gates. Places hold tokens,

as in Petri nets. Collectively, the distribution of tokens among all the places de�nes the

marking of the SAN. Let P be some �nite set of places in a SAN. Formally, then, a marking

is a mapping �p : P ! IN . A set of possible markings of the SAN is the set of functions

MP = f�pj�p : P ! INg. If S is a set of places (S � P , S 6= ;), a marking of S is a

mapping �s : S ! IN . �s is called a partial marking of the SAN. A set of possible markings

of S is the set of functions MS = f�sj�s : S ! INg.

In a SAN model, an event in the system being modeled is represented by either a timed

or an instantaneous activity. Each timed activity is assigned an activity time distribution

function which probabilistically speci�es its activity time. Activity time distributions can

be generally distributed random variables [4]. Instantaneous activities, on the other hand,

represent events which are completed in a negligible amount of time. Furthermore, each

activity, timed or instantaneous, has a strictly positive number of cases attached to it.

Cases associated with an activity provide probabilistic choices about the next marking the

SAN will enter after completion of the activity. These probabilistic choices are de�ned by

assigning a discrete probability distribution to the cases of each activity.

Input gates have a �nite set of inputs and one output, where the inputs are places and

the output is an activity. Each input gate has a computable predicate and function, which

are both de�ned on the associated input places. If the predicate is true and the attached

activity completes, the marking of the SAN is changed according to the de�ned function.

In this way, the input gates can put the SAN directly into any desired marking, eliminating

the need to build a subnetwork of places and instantaneous activities to implement the

function. Output gates are provided for a similar reason and have one input and a �nite

set of outputs; the input is a case of an activity, while all outputs are places. A computable

function is associated with each output gate. If the case attached to the output gate is

chosen upon completion of an activity, its function is executed to change the marking of
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the SAN.

B SAN Execution

The execution of a SAN is a characterization of the possible completions of activities,

selections of cases, and changes in markings. The marking of a SAN can only change by

completion of an enabled activity. An activity is enabled in a marking if all the directly

connected places contain at least one token and, in the case of an input gate connected to

the activity, the predicate of the input gate is true. An activity may complete in a marking,

if it is enabled, and, if it is timed, there are no instantaneous activities enabled. This

de�nition thus gives instantaneous activities priority over timed activities.

The \yields" function describes the marking change that occurs when an activity com-

pletes and a case is chosen. Formally, the notation �
a;c
! �0 is used to indicate that the

completion of an activity a and choice of the case c yield �
0

. The set of all the reachable

markings from a given marking is de�ned in terms of the reexive, transitive closure of the

yield relation,
�
!. As a result, the set of all the reachable markings of a SAN R(SAN;�0),

where �0 is the initial marking, is given by R(SAN;�0) = f�j�0
�
! �g. Reachable markings

are classi�ed into stable and unstable markings. Stable reachable markings (denoted by the

set SR(SAN;�0) � R(SAN;�0)) are those in which no instantaneous activity is enabled.

Unstable reachable markings (denoted by UR(SAN;�0) � R(SAN;�0)) are those in which

at least one instantaneous activity is enabled.

Furthermore, each event in the evolution of a SAN is de�ned by a marking-activity-

case triple <�; a; c>, called a con�guration, where a is an activity with case c, which may

complete in �. A completion of a con�guration occurs when the activity a in marking �

completes by choosing case c. We say that a con�guration is stable (unstable) if the marking

of the con�guration is stable (unstable). The execution of a SAN can be described in terms

of sequences of con�gurations, more formally called \stable steps." Each stable step in the

execution of a SAN takes it from one stable marking to a next stable marking.

De�nition B.1: A stable step in the execution of a SAN with initial marking �0 is a

sequence of con�gurations,

< �1; a1; c1 >< �2; a2; c2 > : : : < �n;�;� >;

where n � 2, and
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1. �1; �n 2 SR(SAN;�0),

2. for 2 � i � n� 1, �i 2 UR(SAN;�0), and

3. for 1 � i � n� 1, �i
ai;ci! �i+1.

Performance and dependability measures can be speci�ed in terms of reward variables

de�ned on SANs. In the next section, we will introduce a reward structure that includes

and generalizes previously proposed ways of specifying reward variables.

III Step-Based Reward Structure

Reward variables are an established method of specifying performance and dependability

measures in SPNs [1, 2]. In this formalism, rate rewards are associated with stable markings,

and the reward is accumulated with the speci�ed rate during the time the SAN is in the

marking. Likewise, impulse rewards are assigned to events in the SAN execution and are

accumulated every time the particular event occurs. In their most general form, these

events can be, for example, completions of activities or sequences of activities, choices of

cases, and entrances to markings. This gives us great exibility in de�ning measures and

makes it possible to capture sophisticated measures of worth which depend on times spent

on markings, and bene�ts and costs assigned to events or sequences of events.

As will be seen below, events in a SAN execution can be mapped on stable steps and/or

\partial steps" in the SAN execution. A partial step is a sequence of con�gurations in which

the number of con�gurations is less than the number of con�gurations in a stable step. To

support the de�nition of rewards on stable and partial steps, we therefore introduce in this

section a so-called step-based reward structure. In this structure, impulse rewards which are

assigned to an event on the SAN level may correspond to sets of stable or partial steps in

the SAN execution. For instance, a reward assigned to an instantaneous activity will be

part of any stable step that contains that activity in its sequence of con�gurations. A for-

malism to represent such sets based on the notion of stable, unstable, and special extended

con�gurations follows. In particular, these extended con�gurations can be used to represent

a set of partial steps where every element is either a con�guration or is of type < �;�;� >.

A \restricted sequence of extended con�gurations" can be used to represent a set of stable
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or partial steps. Formally,

De�nition III.1: A stable extended con�guration is a triple (�;a; c), where

� � is either ?, �s, or �p, where ? is the set of all stable reachable markings, �s 2MS is

a set of stable reachable markings which satisfy the partial marking �s, and �p 2MP

is a particular stable reachable marking of the SAN,

� a is either ?, sa, or a, where ? is the set of all timed activities, sa is a particular set

of timed activities, and a is a speci�c timed activity,

� c is either ?, sc, or c, where ? is the set of all cases, sc is a particular set of cases, and

c is a speci�c case.

De�nition III.2: An unstable extended con�guration is a triple (�;a; c), where

� � is either ?, �s, or �p, where ? is the set of all unstable reachable markings, �s 2MS

is a set of unstable reachable markings which satisfy the partial marking �s, and

�p 2MP is a particular unstable reachable marking of the SAN,

� a is either ?, sa, or a, where ? is the set of all instantaneous activities, sa is a particular

set of instantaneous activities, and a is a speci�c instantaneous activity,

� c is either ?, sc, or c, where ? is the set of all cases, sc is a particular set of cases, and

c is a speci�c case.

De�nition III.3: A special extended con�guration (�p;�;�) or (�s;�;�), speci�es the

event that the SAN enters the reachable marking �p or a marking in the set of reachable

markings which satisfy the partial marking �s, respectively.

Now, sets of stable steps can be de�ned in terms of restricted sequences of extended

con�gurations. In particular,

De�nition III.4: A restricted sequence of extended con�gurations is the sequence

(�1;a1; c1)(�2;a2; c2) : : : (�n;an; cn)(�n+1;�;�)
0;1;
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where (�1;a1; c1) can be either a stable or an unstable extended con�guration and (�i;ai; ci),

i = 2; 3; : : : ; n are unstable extended con�gurations. The superscript on the special element

denotes the number of times it appears in the sequence.

Using the above formalism, a reward structure can be given for rate and impulse re-

wards, such that rate rewards are associated with stable markings, and impulse rewards

are associated with events in the SAN execution. To this end, let the set SEC denote the

set of all possible restricted sequences of extended con�gurations, and let PM be the set of

all possible stable markings and partial markings. Given these de�nitions, the step-based

reward structure is de�ned as follows.

De�nition III.5: A step-based reward structure is a pair of functions:

� R : PM ! IR where for r 2 PM, R(r) is the rate of reward accumulated in marking

r, if r is a stable reachable marking. If r is a partial marking, then R(r) is the rate

of reward accumulated while in stable reachable markings which satisfy the partial

marking r.

� C : SEC! IR where for � 2 SEC, C(�) is the impulse reward obtained upon comple-

tion of any step (partial or stable) in the restricted sequence of extended con�gurations

� .

Compared to previous reward structures (e.g., [1, 2]), the step-based reward structure

provides a more exible way of specifying impulse rewards. In particular, previously de�ned

reward structures only allow impulse rewards to be associated with events such as comple-

tion of activities [1] or completion of activities in particular markings [2]. In a step-based

reward structure, these events correspond to extended con�gurations (?; a; ?) and (�; a; ?),

respectively. Thus, a step-based reward structure covers all previous ways in which impulse

rewards are assigned at the stochastic Petri net level. Moreover, the step-based reward

structure allows one to specify other types of impulse rewards on the SAN level, since it

allows the assignment of impulse rewards to all possible sequences of events that can be

mapped to partial or stable steps.
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Figure 1: SAN Example

IV Example

To illustrate the use of SANs and step-based reward structures in representing systems

and performance measures, consider a service station which consists of a single server and

a �nite queue. Two types of jobs, job1 and job2, arrive at the service station independently

of each other. If the queue is full, an arriving job immediately leaves without obtaining any

service. If, however, there is space in the queue, the arriving job enters and is placed at the

end of the queue.

The server is capable of servicing jobs in two service modes. These service modes depend

on the type of the job at the head of the queue. If the �rst job in the queue is of type job1,

then the server gives this job exclusive access to the server, with some (job-type speci�c)

deterministic service time. If, however, the �rst job in the queue is of type job2, then the

server simultaneously serves all jobs of type job2 that are in the queue. After completion of a
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service, each remaining job in the queue either moves forward in the queue (with probability

p) or becomes impatient and leaves the queue (with probability (1� p)). The probability p

depends on the number of service periods remaining until the job can acquire the server.

Figure 1 depicts the SAN model of the service station with capacity of four jobs. Places

slot1, slot2, slot3, and slot4 correspond to the �rst, second, third, and fourth position in the

queue, respectively. One token in these places signi�es that there is a job of type job1 in

the corresponding position, while two tokens signify a job of type job2.

The timed activity sv and the input gate in1 model the two service modes of the server.

The server takes a di�erent amount of deterministic time to perform each type of service.

Hence, the timed activity sv has an activity time which depends on the number of tokens in

the place slot1. After the server completes a service of type job1, the job from the place slot1

leaves the system (as speci�ed by gate in1). However, when the server completes a service

of type job2, the job from the place slot1 leaves the system with other jobs of type job2

(again as speci�ed by gate in1). At this point, each remaining job can either move ahead

in the queue with probability p or leave the system without getting service with probability

(1 � p). Input gate in4, instantaneous activity I4, and output gate out4 model this event

for the job in place slot4. In this case, (marking dependent) probability p is associated with

case1 of the activity I4, while probability (1� p) is associated with case2, which represents

leaving of the job from the queue. Similarly, input gate in3, instantaneous activity I3, and

output gate out3 model the shift or departure of the job in place slot3. The job in place

slot2 always moves ahead in the queue since it is always the next job to be serviced. Note

that after the completion of service, shifts and departures are completed in zero time, since

I2, I3, and I4 are instantaneous activities.

The two timed activities arrival1 and arrival2 model the arrival of jobs of type job1 and

job2, respectively, at the service station. Both of these timed activities have exponentially

distributed activity times. After the completion of either of these timed activities, the

connected output gate, arrival1 or arrival2, discards the arriving job if the queue is full.

Otherwise, the job enters at the fourth position, slot4, in the queue. The input gate in4,

instantaneous activity I4, and output gate out4 shift the job from the fourth position to the

third position in zero time if there is no job at the third position. When this happens, case1

of the activity I4, which models this forward movement of a job, is assigned a probability of

one, since jobs only become impatient upon completion of a service. Similarly, in3, I3, and

out3 shift jobs from the third to second position, while in2 and I2 shift jobs from the second
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to �rst position. Therefore, if there are zero customers in the queue, an entering customer

at the fourth position will move to the �rst position in zero time. (See the appendix for

complete illustration of gate functions and marking dependent case probabilities.)

Given the SAN description of the system, we can de�ne a reward structure corresponding

to the performance measure of interest. In particular, let X be the number of jobs that

depart from our example queue without obtaining service during some interval of time.

Suppose we are interested in �nding the mean, variance, and distribution of X. In terms of

step-based reward structure, X can be formulated as follows:

R(r) = 0; 8r

C(�) =

(
1 if � 2 f�1 = (?; I4; c2); �2 = (?; I3; c2)g
0 otherwise:

Since the jobs which become impatient can leave the system by choice of case2 after com-

pletion of instantaneous activity I3 or I4, to compute X, these events must be counted over

the observation period. This can be achieved by collecting an impulse reward of one for

occurrence of each of these events. Note X cannot be de�ned in terms of rate rewards.

V Well-Speci�ed SANs

To solve for a desired performance variable, we need to transform a SAN and the asso-

ciated step-based reward structure into a state-level reward model. The state-level reward

model consists of a stochastic process and a reward structure de�ned on the process. The

generation of a state-level reward model from a SAN and associated step-based reward

structure requires translation of probabilistic behavior of the SAN, as de�ned by its execu-

tion rules, to the stochastic process level. To a large extent, this translation can be carried

out in a straightforward manner by considering the probabilistic behavior of timed activi-

ties and case distributions. However, if multiple instantaneous activities are simultaneously

enabled, the generation of the process will be complicated by the fact that these activities

are not assigned priorities or probabilities. As a consequence, there is a concern whether

the SAN speci�cation is completely probabilistically speci�ed, in the sense that it uniquely

de�nes a stochastic process. In this section, we will discuss this issue and give conditions

under which a SAN will be \well speci�ed" with respect to a given step-based reward struc-

ture. These conditions will be such that they can be checked during the generation of the

stochastic process from the SAN and the step-based reward structure.
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Recall that the probabilistic behavior in SANs is speci�ed by two types of probability

distributions: 1) a case distribution assigned to cases of each timed or instantaneous activity

and 2) an activity time distribution assigned to each timed activity. Case distributions

quantify the nondeterminism regarding case choice, i.e., the choice of one of the cases of the

just completed activity. The nondeterminism due to choice of timed activities is quanti�ed

by their activity time distributions.1 However, uncertainty regarding which instantaneous

activity, among several, completes is not quanti�ed, since instantaneous activities complete

in zero time. For convenience, we will refer to the activity choice among two or more

simultaneously enabled instantaneous activities as a non-quanti�ed activity choice.

As mentioned in the introduction, the problem of non-quanti�ed activity choices can be

circumvented by introducing probabilities or priorities to simultaneously enabled instanta-

neous activities. From the perspective of the modeler, however, assigning probabilities or

priorities is not always natural, since it may require specifying probabilities or priorities

on events where the order does not really matter. We therefore take a di�erent approach,

where choices that matter to a modeler are speci�ed with cases, and choices among simul-

taneously enabled instantaneous activities are checked to insure that they do not matter.

When this is the case, the SAN with the step-based reward structure is \well speci�ed."

Informally, a SAN with a step-based reward structure is well speci�ed if, for every stable

reachable marking � 2 SR(SAN;�0) and for every timed activity a which may complete in

�:

1. the probability of reaching a particular next stable marking, given that a completes

in �, is independent of non-quanti�ed activity choices, and

2. the probability of obtaining a certain impulse reward when entering a particular next

stable marking, given that a completes in �, is independent of non-quanti�ed activity

choices.

If these two conditions are met, the SAN is well speci�ed. To investigate these condi-

tions more formally, we �rst de�ne two measures on each stable step. The �rst measure

expresses the probability of the occurrence of a particular stable step given that a particular

1Note that if multiple activities have discrete or mixed distributions, there is a possibility that they may

complete at the same time. This ambiguity can either be resolved in the same manner as done here for

instantaneous activities, or by probabilities or priorities, and hence will not be discussed further.
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timed activity completes in a particular stable reachable marking. Speci�cally,

De�nition V.1: Let s = < �1; a1; c1 >< �2; a2; c2 > : : : < �n; an; cn >< �n+1;�;� >

be a stable step. Then Pfsj�1; a1g, the probability of s given completion of timed activity

a1 in �1 is

Pfsj�1; a1g = pa1(c1)� pa2(c2)� : : : � pan(cn);

where pai(ci), for 1 � i � n, is the probability that case ci is chosen when activity ai

completes.

The second measure expresses the impulse reward obtained by completion of a partic-

ular stable step and depends on the step-based reward structure de�ned earlier. Speci�cally,

De�nition V.2: i(s), the impulse reward assigned to a stable step s, is the sum of the

impulse rewards assigned to any partial step that appears in the stable step and the impulse

reward assigned to the stable step itself.

Furthermore, we divide stable steps into sets S(�; a), where each set contains stable

steps which occur upon completion of a particular timed activity a in some particular

stable marking �. Formally,

S(�; a) =

(
s

����� s is a stable step where timed
activity a completes in marking �

)
:

According to the �rst condition in our informal de�nition, we need to check whether

all non-quanti�ed activity choices give the same probability of reaching a particular next

stable marking for each set S(�; a). (We assume that the SAN is stabilizing [4], and hence

the set S(�; a) is always �nite.) To understand the non-quanti�ed activity choices that may

occur, note that each stable step in the set S(�; a) di�ers from every other stable step in the

set in selecting di�erent activity and/or case choices. If all stable steps in the set S(�; a)

only di�er in their case choice, no non-quanti�ed activity choices need be made when a

completes in �. In this situation, it is obvious that the SAN is well speci�ed with respect to

the reward structure. On the other hand, if steps in the set S(�; a) di�er from each other in

that di�erent instantaneous activities complete in the same unstable marking, one or more

non-quanti�ed activity choices must be made when a completes in �. To identify whether
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two stable steps s and s0 in S(�; a) make the same non-quanti�ed activity choices, we de�ne

the following relation on S(�; a):

R =

8><
>:(s; s

0

)

�������
for every unstable con�guration < �; a; c >

in s and unstable con�guration < �
0

; a
0

; c
0

>

in s
0

such that � = �
0

, a = a
0

9>=
>; :

Two stable steps are thus related if, for every unstable marking they share in common,

the same activity choice is made. R is a compatibility relation, i.e., it is reexive and

symmetric. Although a compatibility relation does not necessarily de�ne a partition of a

set, it does de�ne a covering of a set, by the maximal compatibility classes of the relation.

A subset C(�; a) � S(�; a) is called a maximal compatibility class if every element of C(�; a)

and no element of S(�; a)� C(�; a) is related to any element of C(�; a).

If a non-quanti�ed activity choice is made, steps that choose di�erent instantaneous

activities will belong to di�erent compatibility classes. Therefore, for the �rst condition

in our informal de�nition to be met, it is necessary that the probability of reaching each

possible next stable marking be invariant across maximal compatibility classes. To check

this, de�ne NS(�; a) as the set of next possible stable markings when a completes in �.

De�nition V.3: Let � 2 SR(SAN;�0). The set of next stable markings for the SAN

in � upon completion of the timed activity a is the set

NS(�; a) =

8><
>: �

0

�������
9 a stable step s from � to �

0

such that a is the activity of
the �rst con�guration of s

9>=
>; :

On the basis of next stable reachable markings, we then partition the stable steps within

the compatibility class C(�; a) into sets C(�; a; �
0

) where each set C(�; a; �
0

) contains the

stable steps whose �nal marking is �
0

2 NS(�; a). Formally,

C(�; a; �
0

) =

(
s

����� is a stable step from � to

�
0

in C(�; a)

)
:

To verify that stable steps in di�erent compatibility classes give the same probability

of reaching a particular next stable marking, we compute PC(�;a)f�
0

j�; ag. PC(�;a)f�
0

j�; ag

is the probability of reaching a stable marking �
0

2 NS(�; a) when the timed activity a
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completes in � and the set of non-quanti�ed activity choices corresponding to compatibility

set C(�; a) is chosen. Formally,

PC(�;a)f�
0

j�; ag =
X

s2C(�;a;�0 )

Pfsj�; ag: (1)

Given this expression, the �rst condition for a SAN to be well speci�ed holds when, for

all �
0

2 NS(�; a), PC(�;a)f�
0

j�; ag is the same for all maximal compatibility classes C(�; a).

The second condition for a SAN to be well speci�ed can be veri�ed in a similar manner.

To do this, we �rst de�ne the set of impulse rewards I(�; a; �
0

), where

I(�; a; �
0

) =

(
i(s)

����� s 2 S(�; a) and has next

stable marking �
0

)
:

Furthermore, we partition the set C(�; a; �
0

) into sets C(�; a; �
0

; i), where each set

C(�; a; �
0

; i) contains the stable steps which have impulse reward equal to i 2 I(�; a; �
0

).

Formally,

C(�; a; �
0

; i) = fs j s 2 C(�; a; �
0

) and i(s) = ig:

After forming sets C(�; a; �
0

; i), we compute PC(�;a)f�
0

; i j �; ag. For a maximal com-

patibility set C(�; a), PC(�;a)f�
0

; i j �; ag is the probability of reaching stable marking �
0

and obtaining impulse reward equal to i when the timed activity a completes in the marking

�. Speci�cally,

PC(�;a)f�
0

; i j �; ag =
X

s2C(�;a;�
0

;i)

Pfs j �; ag: (2)

Furthermore, for each compatibility set C(�; a), we de�ne PC(�;a)fi j �; a; �
0

g as the

probability an impulse of i is obtained when stable marking �
0

is reached by completion of

timed activity a in �. PC(�;a)fi j �; a; �
0

g can be expressed as:

PC(�;a)fi j �; a; �
0

g =
PC(�;a)f�

0

; i j �; ag

PC(�;a)f�
0 j �; ag

: (3)

Finally, to ful�ll the second condition for a SAN to be well speci�ed, PC(�;a)fi j �; a; �
0

g

must be identical over all maximal compatibility classes C(�; a). The second condition can
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thus be checked in a manner identical to that for the �rst condition, resulting in the follow-

ing precise condition for a SAN to be well speci�ed.

De�nition V.4: A SAN with a step-based reward structure is well speci�ed if, for every

� 2 SR(SAN;�0), every timed activity a that is enabled in �, and every �
0

2 NS(�; a):

1. PC(�;a)f�
0

j �; ag is the same for all maximal compatibility classes C(�; a) �

S(�; a), and

2. PC(�;a)fi j �; a; �
0

g is the same for all maximal compatibility classes C(�; a) �

S(�; a), for each i 2 I(�; a; �
0

).

When a SAN is well speci�ed, we can thus drop the subscript C(�; a) from PC(�;a)f�
0

j �; ag

and PC(�;a)fi j �; a; �
0

g, since these probabilities are invariant over di�erent compatibility

sets C(�; a) 2 S(�; a). Accordingly, Pf�
0

j �; ag gives the probability of entering stable

marking �
0

when a timed activity a completes in �. Likewise, Pfi j �; a; �
0

g gives the

probability an impulse i 2 I(�; a; �
0

) is obtained when the stable marking �
0

is reached by

completion of timed activity a in �.

VI Example Revisited

To illustrate the computation of the sets, compatibility classes, and probabilities dis-

cussed in this section, we consider again the SAN example in Figure 1. Speci�cally, we

consider the set S((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv) which consists of the stable steps that may occur when

the timed activity sv completes in stable reachable marking (0,1,2,1,2). In this expression,

and the following, we write markings as a vector (arrival, slot4, slot3, slot2, slot1), where

the number in a position indicates the number of tokens in the corresponding place. The
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set S((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv) then consists of the following stable steps:

s1 = < (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; c1 >< (0; 1; 0; 1; 0); I2; c1 >
< (0; 1; 0; 0; 1); I4; c2 >< (0; 0; 0; 0; 1);�;� >;

s2 = < (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; c1 >< (0; 1; 0; 1; 0); I2; c1 >
< (0; 1; 0; 0; 1); I4; c1 >< (0; 0; 1; 0; 1); I3; c2 >
< (0; 0; 0; 0; 1);�;� >;

s3 = < (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; c1 >< (0; 1; 0; 1; 0); I4; c2 >
< (0; 0; 0; 1; 0); I2; c1 >< (0; 0; 0; 0; 1);�;� >;

s4 = < (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; c1 >< (0; 1; 0; 1; 0); I4; c1 >
< (0; 0; 1; 1; 0); I2; c1 >< (0; 0; 1; 0; 1); I3; c2 >
< (0; 0; 0; 0; 1);�;� >;

s5 = < (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; c1 >< (0; 1; 0; 1; 0); I2; c1 >
< (0; 1; 0; 0; 1); I4; c1 >< (0; 0; 1; 0; 1); I3; c1 >
< (0; 0; 0; 1; 1);�;� >;

s6 = < (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; c1 >< (0; 1; 0; 1; 0); I4; c1 >
< (0; 0; 1; 1; 0); I2; c1 >< (0; 0; 1; 0; 1); I3; c1 >
< (0; 0; 0; 1; 1);�;� > :

Recall that cases c1 and c2 of activity I4 are assigned probabilities depending on the number

of services after which the job in place slot4 will acquire the server. Similarly, cases c1 and c2

of activity I3 are assigned probabilities depending on the number of services after which the

job in place slot3 will acquire the server. In stable steps s1, s2, s3, and s4, the probabilities

assigned to cases of both activities I3 and I4 are identical, since there is always one job

ahead of the job in slot3 and slot4. Let p be the probability assigned to case c1 of the

activities I3 and I4 in these markings, and (1� p) be the probability assigned to case c2 of

these activities in these markings. Then, in De�nition V.1, the summation is carried out

over the elements

Pfs1 j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = (1� p)
Pfs2 j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = p(1� p);
Pfs3 j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = (1� p);
Pfs4 j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = p(1� p);
Pfs5 j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = p2;

Pfs6 j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = p2:

Furthermore, recall that our performance measure is the number of jobs that depart from

the queue without obtaining service. For this measure, according to the De�nition V.2,

i(s1) = i(s2) = i(s3) = i(s4) = 1 and i(s5) = (s6) = 0.

Then, according to the de�nition of the relation R and S((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv), two sets of
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maximal compatibility classes, C1 and C2, result, where

C1 = fs1; s2; s5g; C2 = fs3; s4; s6g:

Furthermore, according to De�nition V.3, the set of next stable markings reachable

upon completion of timed activity sv in marking (0,1,2,1,2) can be computed as

NS((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv) = f(0; 0; 0; 0; 1); (0; 0; 0; 1; 1)g:

On the basis of this set of next stable markings, we compute:

C1((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 0; 1)) = fs1; s2g
C1((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1)) = fs5g
C2((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 0; 1)) = fs3; s4g
C2((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1)) = fs6g:

Furthermore, using Equation 1, the following probabilities are computed:

PC1
f(0; 0; 0; 0; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = (1� p2);

PC1
f(0; 0; 0; 1; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = p2;

PC2
f(0; 0; 0; 0; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = (1� p2);

PC2
f(0; 0; 0; 1; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = p2:

These probabilities imply that the �rst condition required for a SAN to be well speci�ed

is true when activity sv completes in marking (0; 1; 2; 1; 2).

Similarly, from the knowledge of the impulse reward associated with each stable step,

we compute the following sets:

I((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 0; 1)) = f1g;
I((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1)) = f0g;

On the basis of these sets of impulse reward, we then compute:

C1((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 0; 1); 1) = fs1; s2g;
C1((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1); 0) = fs5g;
C2((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 0; 1); 1) = fs3; s4g;
C2((0; 1; 2; 1; 2); sv; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1); 0) = fs6g:

Furthermore, using Equation 2, we can compute the following probabilities:

PC1
f1; (0; 0; 0; 0; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = (1� p2);

PC1
f0; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = p2;

PC2
f1; (0; 0; 0; 0; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = (1� p2);

PC2
f0; (0; 0; 0; 1; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = p2:
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Finally, using Equation 3, we compute:

PC1
f1 j (0; 0; 0; 0; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = 1;

PC1
f0 j (0; 0; 0; 1; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = 1;

PC2
f1 j (0; 0; 0; 0; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = 1;

PC2
f0 j (0; 0; 0; 1; 1) j (0; 1; 2; 1; 2); svg = 1:

Thus the second required condition in De�nition V.4 holds for this SAN and reward struc-

ture when activity sv completes in marking (0; 1; 2; 1; 2). Identical computations could be

made to check the other reachable stable markings, showing that the SAN is indeed well

speci�ed with respect to this reward structure.

In the next section, we present an algorithm to generate stable reachable markings of a

SAN which embodies the well-speci�ed check.

VII Generation of the State-Level Reward Model

The generation of a stochastic process underlying a SAN and its associated net level

reward structure can be done in an algorithmic fashion. We will present in Section A an

algorithm which generates the stable reachable markings and determines whether the SAN

is well speci�ed, using the approach described in the previous sections. If the SAN is well

speci�ed, it generates the sets NS(�; a) and I(�; a; �0) and the probabilities Pf�0j�; cg and

Pfij�; a; �0g; where �0 2 NS(�; a) and i 2 I(�; a; �0). From this information, the state-

level stochastic process and the associated state-level reward structure can be obtained.

In Section B, we will discuss in detail the resulting state-level representation if states are

chosen to correspond to stable reachable markings.

A Algorithm for Generating Stable Reachable Markings

SANs require that the initial marking of a SAN must be stable. Given a SAN and the

initial marking �0, for each timed activity enabled in �0, the set of stable steps S(�0; ai)

is computed. After computation of a set S(�0; ai), the conditions for a well-speci�ed SAN

are veri�ed. As part of the well-speci�ed check, �rst sets NS(�0; ai) and I(�; a; �
0

) and

probabilities Pf�
0

j �0; aig and Pfi j �0; ai; �
0

g are computed, where �
0

2 NS(�0; ai) and

i 2 I(�; a; �
0

). This procedure is then repeated for every stable reachable marking until

no more new stable reachable markings are generated. Using this approach, we present an

algorithm which, given a SAN and its initial marking, generates all the stable reachable
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markings if the SAN is well speci�ed, otherwise it exits with the signal that the SAN is not

well speci�ed.

The algorithm is presented in a modular form where the main algorithm, for a stable

reachable marking and an activity which may complete in it, invokes a second algorithm

which performs the well-speci�ed check.

Algorithm 1: (Generates the set, SR, of stable reachable markings and, for every � 2
SR(SAN;�0) and every timed activity a which may complete in �, computes NS(�; a),
I(�; a; �

0

), Pf�
0

j �; ag, and Pfi j �; a; �
0

g where �
0

2 NS(�; a) and i 2 I(�; a; �
0

).)

SR = ;. (set of stable reachable markings)
U = f�0g. (set of unexplored reachable markings)
While U 6= ;.

For some � 2 U :
SR = SR [ f�g.
Compute the set of enabled timed activities
ET in �.
For each timed activity a 2 ET :

By invoking Algorithm 2, determine
if the conditions for the SAN to be well-
speci�ed hold in a marking � when a

completes.

If the conditions do not hold, signal that
the SAN is not well speci�ed and exit
the algorithm.

Else, return NS(�; a), I(�; a; �
0

),

Pf�
0

j �; ag, and Pfi j �; a; �
0

g.

U = (U [NS(�; a))� SR.
While end.

Algorithm 2: (Determines if conditions for a SAN to be well speci�ed hold in a marking �
when activity a completes. If so, returnNS(�; a), I(�; a; �

0

), Pf�
0

j �; ag, and Pfi j �; a; �
0

g
where �

0

2 NS(�; a) and i 2 I(�; a; �
0

).)

Compute S(�; a), the set of all stable steps that can
result by completion of timed activity a in stable
reachable marking �.

Compute NS(�; a) using S(�; a).

Construct the maximal compatibility sets
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C(�; s) � S(�; a).

For each maximal compatibility set C(�; a):

Compute PC(�;a)f�
0

j �; ag and

PC(�;a)fi j �; a; �
0

g.
Next C(�; a).

If PC(�;a)f�
0

j �; ag and PC(�;a)fi j �; a; �
0

g are
identical for all maximal compatibility sets:

Return NS(�; a), I(�; a; �
0

), Pf�
0

j �; ag,

and Pfi j �; a; �
0

g.
Else:

Return that the SAN is not well speci�ed.

Note that the algorithm described above requires storage of all stable steps that can

occur when transitioning from one stable marking to another. This is necessary since

multiple non-quanti�ed activity choices may occur without an intervening stable marking.

Simpler algorithms exist when this is not case. See, for example, the algorithm presented

by Ciardo and Zijal [11].

B State-Level Representation

The �nal step in obtaining a state-level representation of a SAN is to construct a state-

level reward structure and corresponding stochastic process. Several types of stochastic

processes can result from the SAN speci�cation. Ciardo et al. [12], for example, distinguish

Markov SPNs, semi-Markov SPNs, semi-regenerative SPNs, and generalized semi-Markov

SPNs, depending on the type of underlying stochastic process which represents the marking

behavior (Markov, semi-Markov, semi-regenerative, and generalized semi-Markov processes,

respectively). The above-mentioned stochastic processes are of particular interest since

analytic solutions have been derived to solve for the state space occupancy distribution and

for reward measures.

In this section, we discuss how a state-level reward structure can be obtained for stochas-

tic processes as mentioned above. In particular, we will assume that the states in the

stochastic process correspond to stable reachable markings. Furthermore, we will discuss

how the general state-level representation can be simpli�ed if the stochastic process is

Markov.

If rate rewards are considered, rates must be associated with certain states (stable
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markings) in the generated process. Since more than one rate reward can be assigned

to a stable marking (for instance through several partial markings), the total rate reward

associated with a state will be the sum of all the rate rewards assigned to the corresponding

stable marking. As a result, we then obtain the following rate reward vector r:

r = [r1; r2; : : : ; rn];

where n is the number of states of the stochastic process.

The state-space-level representation for impulse rewards is more complicated because

transitions between states must be considered. From the algorithm that generates the stable

reachable markings, the following results are available: the set of impulses I(�; a; �0); and

the probabilities Pf�0j�; ag and Pfij�; a; �0g, for all � 2 SR; �0 2 NS(�; a); i 2 I(�; a; �0);

and all activities a enabled in �. Since completion of di�erent timed activities (possibly with

di�erent associated impulse rewards) can result in a transition between the same states, we

distinguish for every transition the activity whose completion causes the transition to occur.

Furthermore, since any activity completion can result in various impulse rewards (depending

on the instantaneous activities \following" the activity), a probability distribution over all

possible impulse rewards is assigned to each activity.

To describe this more formally, let v and w be states in the stochastic process and �v

and �w denote the corresponding stable markings. Then, for all activities a that can result

in a transition from state v to state w, iav;w is de�ned as a vector with probabilities

Pf�w; ij�v; ag = Pfij�v ; a; �wg � Pf�wj�v; ag:

So, iav;w has jI(�v ; a; �w)j elements. Furthermore, let iv;w be a vector consisting of the

vectors iav;w, i.e.,

iv;w = (ia1v;w; � � � ; i
an
v;w);

where a1; � � � ; an; are all activities that result in a transition from state v to w (so, iv;w

has dimension
Pn

k=1 jI(�v ; ak; �w)j). Then, the state-space-level impulse reward structure

is represented by the following matrix:

I =

2
66666664

i1;1 i1;2 : : : i1;n
i2;1 i2;2 : : : i2;n
: : : :

: : : :

: : : :

in;1 in;2 : : : in;n

3
77777775
:
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To close this section, we illustrate how the state-space-level de�nition simpli�es if the

underlying stochastic process is a continuous-time Markov process. In this case, the stochas-

tic process can be represented by a generator matrix containing the rate of the transitions

of the exponentially distributed activities. Let �ak(�v); k = 1; � � � ; n; be the rate of the

exponentially distributed activities a1; � � � ; an; which result in a transition from state v to

w. Then, the (v; w)-th entry in the generator matrix is

�v;w =
nX

k=1

�ak(�v) � Pf�wj�v; akg:

Furthermore, the distribution over impulse rewards, represented by the vector iv;w; can be

computed by

Pfij�v ; �wg =
nX

k=1

Pfij�v ; ak; �wg � Pfakj�v; �wg;

for all i 2 I(�v; ak; �w); k = 1; � � � ; n: In this way, the probability of occurrence of identical

impulse rewards is summed for the activities ak; k = 1; � � � ; n. The probability Pfakj�v; �wg

is available from the algorithm for generating stable marking, via the relation

Pfakj�v; �wg =
�ak(�v) � Pf�wj�v; akg

�v;w
:

So, we see that if the generator matrix and the probabilities Pfij�v ; �wg are available, a

Markov SAN with step-based reward structure is completely de�ned on the state level.

VIII Conclusion

Generation of a state-level reward model representation is an integral step in the solution

for reward measures de�ned on stochastic Petri nets. In this paper, we have developed an

algorithm to do this for a general (step-based) reward structure de�ned on a SAN. The

reward structure is more general than previously considered reward structures for SPNs

and can represent all reward variables that can be de�ned on the marking behavior of the

net. In addition, we have given an algorithm to determine if a SAN is well speci�ed with

respect to a step-based reward structure. Being well speci�ed is a necessary and su�cient

condition for the SAN to be completely probabilistically speci�ed, and it allows one to

construct a state-level reward model from a given SAN and reward structure.
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The well-speci�ed check gives one the freedom to probabilistically specify choices that

matter, with respect to the system being modeled, using cases, and to not specify choices

that do not matter but arise because multiple events (whose order does not matter) can

happen at the same time. This cleanly separates choices that the modeler cares about, and

those he/she does not care about, and allows for full marking dependency on case probabil-

ities. Furthermore, elimination of unstable markings is done on-the-y, thus reducing the

memory requirement to generate a process representation if the SAN has unstable reachable

markings, compared to other algorithms. The algorithm has been implemented in Ultra-

SAN [13], a package for evaluating systems represented as stochastic activity networks, and

which has been successfully applied in a wide variety of application areas.
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APPENDIX

Table 1: Input Gate De�nitions for SAN Example

Gate De�nition

in1 Predicate
MARK(slot1) > 0

Function
if (MARK(slot1) == 2) f

if (MARK(slot4) == 2) MARK(slot4) = 0;

if (MARK(slot3) == 2) MARK(slot3) = 0;

if (MARK(slot2) == 2) MARK(slot2) = 0;

g
MARK(slot1) = 0;

MARK(arrival) = 0;

in2 Predicate
MARK(slot2) > 0 && MARK(slot1) == 0

Function
MARK(slot1) = MARK(slot2); MARK(slot2) = 0;

in3 Predicate
MARK(slot3) > 0 && MARK(slot2) == 0

Function
identity

in4 Predicate
MARK(slot4) > 0 && MARK(slot3) == 0

Function
identity
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Table 2: Activity Case Probabilities for SAN Example

Activity Case Probability

I3 1 if (MARK(arrival) == 0) f
if ((MARK(slot1) == 1) jj (MARK(slot3) == 1 &&

MARK(slot1) == 2)) f
return(0.75);

g
else if ((MARK(slot1) == 0) jj (MARK(slot3) == 2 &&

MARK(slot1) == 2)) f
return(1.0);

g
g
else f

return(1.0);
g

2 if (MARK(arrival) == 0) f
if ((MARK(slot1) == 1) jj (MARK(slot3) == 1 &&

MARK(slot1) == 2)) f
return(0.25);

g
else if ((MARK(slot1) == 0) jj (MARK(slot3) == 2 &&

MARK(slot1) == 2)) f
return(ZERO);

g
g
else f

return(ZERO);
g

I4 1 if (MARK(arrival) == 0) f
if ((MARK(slot1) == 1 && MARK(slot2) == 1) jj

(MARK(slot4) == 1 && MARK(slot1) == 1 &&
MARK(slot2) == 2) jj (MARK(slot4) == 1 &&
MARK(slot1) == 2 && MARK(slot2) == 1)) f

return(0.5);
g
else if ((MARK(slot4) == 2 && MARK(slot1) == 1 &&

MARK(slot2) == 2) jj (MARK(slot4) == 2 &&
MARK(slot1) == 2 && MARK(slot2) == 1) jj
(MARK(slot4) == 1 && MARK(slot1) > 0 &&
MARK(slot2) == 0) jj (MARK(slot4) == 1 &&
MARK(slot1) == 0 && MARK(slot2) > 0) jj
(MARK(slot4) == 2 && MARK(slot1) == 1 &&
MARK(slot2) == 0) jj (MARK(slot4) == 2 &&
MARK(slot1) == 0 && MARK(slot2) == 1) jj
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Table 3: Activity Case Probabilities for SAN Example

Activity Case Probability

(MARK(slot4) == 1 && MARK(slot1) == 2 &&
MARK(slot2) == 2)) f

return(0.75);
g
else if ((MARK(slot1) == 0 && MARK(slot2) == 0) jj

(MARK(slot4) == 2 && MARK(slot1) == 0 &&
MARK(slot2) == 2) jj (MARK(slot4) == 2 &&
MARK(slot1) == 2 && MARK(slot2) == 0) jj
(MARK(slot4) == 2 && MARK(slot1) == 2 &&
MARK(slot2) == 2)) f

return(1.0);
g

g
else f

return(1.0);
g

2 if (MARK(arrival) == 0) f
if ((MARK(slot1) == 1 && MARK(slot2) == 1) jj

(MARK(slot4) == 1 && MARK(slot1) == 1 &&
MARK(slot2) == 2) jj (MARK(slot4) == 1 &&
MARK(slot1) == 2 && MARK(slot2) == 1)) f
return(0.5);

g
else if ((MARK(slot4) == 2 && MARK(slot1) == 1 &&

MARK(slot2) == 2) jj (MARK(slot4) == 2 &&
MARK(slot1) == 2 && MARK(slot2) == 1) jj
(MARK(slot4) == 1 && MARK(slot1) > 0 &&
MARK(slot2) == 0) jj (MARK(slot4) == 1 &&
MARK(slot1) == 0 && MARK(slot2) > 0) jj
(MARK(slot4) == 2 && MARK(slot1) == 1 &&
MARK(slot2) == 0) jj (MARK(slot4) == 2 &&
MARK(slot1) == 0 && MARK(slot2) == 1) jj
(MARK(slot4) == 1 && MARK(slot1) == 2 &&
MARK(slot2) == 2)) f

return(0.25);
g
else if ((MARK(slot1) == 0 && MARK(slot2) == 0) jj

(MARK(slot4) == 2 && MARK(slot1) == 0 &&
MARK(slot2) == 2) jj (MARK(slot4) == 2 &&
MARK(slot1) == 2 && MARK(slot2) == 0) jj
(MARK(slot4) == 2 && MARK(slot1) == 2 &&
MARK(slot2) == 2)) f
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Table 4: Activity Case Probabilities for SAN Example

Activity Case Probability

return(ZERO);
g

g
else f

return(ZERO);
g

Table 5: Output Gate De�nitions for SAN Example

Gate De�nition

arrival1 if (MARK(slot4) == 0) MARK(slot4) = 1;

MARK(arrival) = 1;

arrival2 if (MARK(slot4) == 0) MARK(slot4) = 2;

MARK(arrival) = 1;

out3 MARK(slot2) = MARK(slot3); MARK(slot3) = 0;

out4 MARK(slot3) = MARK(slot4); MARK(slot4) = 0;
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